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Abstract

Background

Bowlby and Ainsworth hypothesized that maternal responsiveness is displayed in the con-

text of infant distress. Depressed mothers are less responsive to infant distress vocaliza-

tions (cry) than non-depressed mothers. The present study focuses on acoustical

components of infant cry that give rise to responsive caregiving in clinically depressed

(n = 30) compared with non-depressed mothers (n = 30) in the natural setting of the home.

Methods

Analyses of infant and mother behaviors followed three paths: (1) tests of group differences

in acoustic characteristics of infant cry, (2) tests of group differences of mothers’ behaviors

during their infant’s crying, and (3) tree-based modeling to ascertain which variable(s) best

predict maternal behaviors during infant cry.

Results

(1) Infants of depressed mothers cried as frequently and for equal durations as infants of

non-depressed mothers; however, infants of depressed mothers cried with a higher funda-

mental frequency (f0) and in a more restricted range of f0. (2) Depressed mothers fed,

rocked, and touched their crying infants less than non-depressed mothers, and depressed

mothers were less responsive to their infants overall. (3) Novel tree-based analyses con-

firmed that depressed mothers engaged in less caregiving during their infants’ cry and indi-

cated that depressed mothers responded only to cries at higher f0s and shorter durations.

Older non-depressed mothers were the most interactive with infants.

Conclusions

Clinical depression affects maternal responsiveness during infant cry, leading to patterns of

action that appear poorly attuned to infant needs.
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Introduction

Mothers’ sensitive responding to their offspring is a signal marker of proper caregiving that

has significant implications for many areas of child development [1,2]. Caregiver sensitive

responsiveness was first formulated in the context of attachment theory, and germane to the

study presented here Bowlby [3] and Ainsworth [4,5] hypothesized that the principal function

of maternal sensitive responsiveness is to provide a safe haven for infants in the context of dis-

tress [6,7,8]. Maternal sensitive responsiveness encompasses distinct components of perceiving

infant signals, interpreting them, and responding to them promptly, appropriately, and con-

tingently via vocal, facial, and tactile channels of communication [9,10,11]. A principal indi-

vidual-difference factor that interferes with mothers’ abilities to respond sensitively to their

infants’ needs is their own depression. Because of her own emotional and cognitive state, the

depressed mother is less likely to notice her infant’s signals, to appraise and attribute those sig-

nals correctly, and to react to them promptly and appropriately [5,12].

Depressed Maternal Behavior

Postnatal depression (PND) is a relatively common condition in mothers, affecting typically

10–15% of mothers in high-income countries [13,14] but up to 50% of mothers in low- and

middle-income countries [15]. PND has been associated with altered parent-infant interac-

tions [16,17], and specifically with impairments in parental responsiveness to infant cues [18].

Depressed mothers provide their infants with less optimal levels of general stimulation [19,20],

and they manifest lower levels of responsiveness in interacting with their infants [21]. Lovejoy,

Graczyk, O’Hare, and Neuman [22] meta-analyzed 46 studies linking maternal depression

with observed mothering and learned that the strongest relations obtained in children under 1

year of age. PND affects parenting in many different ways, but particularly disrupts processes

of attention, attribution, and motivation that are vital parenting capabilities [23,24]. In terms

of responsiveness to infant signals, for example, disrupted responsiveness to negative stimuli,

such as distress in infant cries, has been found in mothers with PND [25,26] and adults with

depression [27]. PND has also been associated with increased risk for childhood cognitive and

socio-emotional problems [19,28,29]. Infants of depressed mothers are therefore at-risk

developmentally.

Depressed Maternal Behavior in the Context of Infant Cry

Empirical evidence supports the significance of responsiveness to infant distress signals rela-

tive to responsiveness to other signals [6,11]. One of the most salient features of sounds is their

fundamental frequency (or f0). The f0 is the lowest frequency of a sound and corresponds to

the pitch of a note. Studies that have experimentally investigated the behavior of depressed

mothers during their infant‘s cry show that, compared to non-depressed mothers, depressed

mothers display less responsiveness to changes in fundamental frequency (f0, basic pitch of the

cry), f0 is less arousing and less salient to them, and they are less likely to respond to infant cry

with caregiving [25]. Schuetze and Zeskind [30] also showed that depressed women rate cries

as less perceptually salient and less likely to elicit active caregiving. Taken together, these kinds

of results suggest that depression alters maternal perceptions of and behavioral reactions to

infants.

Physiologically, some variants in genes related to affiliation and social behavior, for example

the gene coding for the oxytocin receptors, which is present in the population in several allelic

variants, have been found to contribute to individual social sensitivity and maternal behaviors.

Individuals with the G allele in several regions of the OXTR gene (compared with the A allele)

show more empathy [31]. Riem, Pieper, Out, Bakermans-Kranenburg, and van IJzendoorn
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[32] studied the role of oxytonergic system gene (OXTR) in physiological reactivity to repeated

cry sounds, finding that the GG genotype in the rs53576 region of the OXTR gene is positively

related to responsive parenting. They measured heart rate in 40 healthy females without chil-

dren during the presentation of three episodes of infant cry. Participants with the (presumably)

more responsive variant of OXTR GG displayed more pronounced physiological reactivity to

cries, except when they showed more symptoms of depression. These results suggest that the

OXTR genotype mediates maternal physiological reactivity to infant crying and that depressive

symptoms suppress the effect of the OXTR GG genotype. Similarly, employing functional

Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Laurent and Ablow [33] investigated depression-related differ-

ences in primiparous mothers’ neural response to their own infant’s distress vocalizations.

Depressed mothers showed a disturbance of neural networks involved in emotional responses

and regulation of responsive parental behaviors. Specifically, non-depressed mothers activate a

distributed network of paralimbic and prefrontal regions to their own infant’s cry vis-à-vis

control sounds, whereas depressed mothers fail to show such differential activation. Depressed

mothers, compared to non-depressed mothers, show significantly smaller striatal (caudate,

nucleus accumbens) and medial thalamic activity [34]. Additionally, depressed compared to

non-depressed mothers activate uniquely to “own” infant cry more than to “other” infant cry

in occipital fusiform areas [33]. In short, depressive symptoms might disrupt parenting in part

by undermining attention to child input and reducing child-oriented motivation, goals, and

expressions of positive emotion [12].

Expressions of Distress in Infants of Depressed Mothers

Only a few studies have specifically investigated expressions of distress in infants of depressed

mothers. Milgrom, Westley, and McCloud [35] found that diurnal variations in crying patterns

of infants of depressed and non-depressed mothers were similar. However, infants of

depressed mothers cried significantly more in total per day than infants of non-depressed

mothers at 3, but not at 6, months. These results could not be explained by differences in infant

temperament. Maternal depression likely contributes to infant crying at 3 months of age [35].

Field and Diego [36] suggested that infants of depressed mothers have tonic differences in

parasympathetic responses that may index corresponding socioemotional dysregulation, and

when Jones [37] examined newborns’ behavioral and physiological reactions to the cry of

another infant (labeled a reactive cry) and to a simulated sound (the control condition), new-

borns of depressed mothers were found to have lower basal parasympathetic tone (cardiovas-

cular activity, vocal distress, and regulatory behaviors). In addition, infants of depressed

mothers responded with less vocal distress to the cry sounds of another infant. Taken together,

these findings suggest that infants of depressed mothers show altered, possibly dysregulated,

behavioral and physiological patterns during socio-emotional situations in comparison to

newborns of non-depressed mothers.

Aims of the Present Study

The present study contributes to the literatures on the behavior of infants of depressed moth-

ers and parenting in depressed mothers, specifically focusing on infant crying and aims to

investigate the interplay between infants’ behavior characteristics and maternal individual

characteristics for maternal behavioral responsiveness. We studied the acoustic and behavioral

components of infants‘cries as well as behaviors of clinically depressed (not just symptomatic)

mothers compared with non-depressed mothers in the natural setting of the home during

their infant‘s crying. To isolate effects to parenting, we controlled for possible confounding
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factors, such as infant age, gender, and birth order; mother education, age, and working status;

and father residence in the household.

Methods

Participants and Selection Criteria

Following procedures used in Manian and Bornstein [17], mothers (>20 years) were initially

recruited through mass mailings, women’s groups, and newspaper advertisements from the

Washington DC metropolitan area. Between 4 and 20 weeks postpartum, mothers completed

the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II [38]), a 21-item (4-point scale ranging from 0–3) self-

report measure developed as an indicator of the presence and degree of depressive symptoms

consistent with the DSM-IV (and not as an instrument for specifying a clinical diagnosis).

Women with low (1–7) and high scores (>12) were then recruited to participate between 3

and 5 months postpartum in the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders

(SCID-I [39]). Of mothers with high BDI scores, 30 were diagnosed as having had major or

minor depression within the then 5-month lifetime of the child and were included in the

depressed group. Of mothers with low-BDI scores, mothers not diagnosed with any depressive

disorder were selected into the non-depressed group. Thus, 30 clinically depressed (70% male

infants, 53.3% firstborns) and 30 sociodemographically matched non-depressed mothers

(67.7% male infants, 60% firstborns) provided data. Table 1 gives sociodemographic statistics

for the two groups. All infants were term, healthy, singletons with no known genetic disorders

or birth complications, and they averaged 157.40 days (SD = 8.39) of age at the observation.

Mothers averaged 31.85 years (SD = 4.02); their ethnic distribution included 60.0% European

American, 16.7% African American, 10.0% Latin American, 10.0% Asian American, and 3.3%

mixed or other ethnicity; 20% had partial college or less, 50.0% had completed college, and

30.0% had completed university graduate programs. There were no differences in sociodemo-

graphic comparisons between the two groups. The study was approved by the IRB of the

Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development and was

conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. Written

informed consent was obtained from the participants.

Table 1. Sociodemographic Characteristics of Participants.

Depressed Non-Depressed t/χ2 p 95% CI

Infant

Age (days) 159.28 (9.28) 155.34(6.86) t(58) = 1.80 0.08 [-0.48 8.46]

Gender (% girls) 27.6 26.9 χ2(1) = 0.01 0.92 -

Birth order (% firstborn) 53.3 70.4 χ2(1) = 2.36 0.12 -

Mother

Age at infant birth (years) 32.22 (4.41) 31.42 (3.06) t(58) = 0.72 0.48 [-1.38 2.91]

Educationa 6.13 (.76) 6.15 (.44) t(58) = -0.08 0.94 [-0.4 0.37]

Ethnicity (% European American) 63.3 70.4 χ2(1) = 0.38 0.54 -

Hollingshead (1975) SES 54.76(6.75) 53.26 (4.47) t(58) = 0.48 0.63 [-4.78 7.80]

Lives with biological father of child (% yes) 100 100 -- -- -

Note. Ms (SDs) are reported, unless otherwise specified.
a Maternal education was scored on a 7-point scale: 1 = less than 7th grade; 2 = 7th, 8th, 9th grade; 3 = 10th or 11th grade; 4 = high school graduated or GED;

5 = partial college or specialized training; 6 = standard college or university graduate; 7 = graduate professional training.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169066.t001
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Procedures

Infants and mothers were visited in their home, and mothers were asked to behave as they

normally would and to ignore the presence of the researcher. Infants and mothers were

audio/video recorded continuously for a minimum of 50 min; 50 min of observation falls

within the optimal time frame for observations according to Holden and Miller’s [40] meta-

analysis of parenting.

Infants were awake 99.22% of the session on average, and no group difference was found,

t(58) = .49, p = .63. Mothers were in view of their infants 92.72% of the observation session on

average, and no group difference was found, t(58) = 1.07, p = .29. No minimum number of

cries or minimum time spent in crying were required for the infant and the mother to be

included in the study. However, the frequency and the duration of cries did not differ between

the two groups (Frequency: t(58) = -.60, p = .55; Duration: t(58) = -.59, p = .44). To assess the

ecological validity of the observations, infants’ and mothers’ behaviors during the observation

were rated on 3-point scales where 1 = very comfortable/typical and 3 = not comfortable/ typical.
On average, mothers reported that they were comfortable (M = 1.49, SD = .26) during the

observation and rated their infants’ (M = 1.26, SD = .54) and their own (M = 1.33, SD = .43)

behaviors as typical. No group differences were found for the three measures; respectively, and

the t (58) values were -.70, p = .49; .66, p = .51; -.32, p = .75.

Acoustic Analysis of Infant Cries

Infant distress vocalizations were quantified and acoustically analyzed from the audio records.

Specifically, the frequency and total duration of all infant cries (defined as expressed vocaliza-

tion of distress> 1 s without any pauses between cry utterances> 10 s) were calculated, and

their acoustic parameters were quantified. Infant cries were first digitized, and then digital sig-

nal processing and acoustic measurements were accomplished using Praat software [41]. The

sampling rate was 44,100 Hz, and the signal was low-pass filtered at 10,000 Hz [42]. The mini-

mum and maximum fundamental frequency (f0) values were initially set to 200 and 700 Hz,

respectively. These values are consistent with data on typical infant cries [43], and no cry

epochs were excluded because all f0s fell within the 200–700 Hz band. A long-term average

spectrum (LTAS) was applied to provide spectral information for the crying epochs. LTAS has

been helpful in discriminating the acoustic characteristics of different categories of infant cries

[44,45,46,47]. For all epochs of crying, the First Spectral Peak (FSP) of the LTAS was obtained.

FSP is the frequency value (in Hz) of the first amplitude peak across the LTAS. It is an estimate

of the average f0 of epochs of crying [47]. In addition to f0, pitch maximum (f0 max = highest

level of the FSP) and pitch variability (f0 range = range of f0 across the cry epoch) were

analyzed.

Behavioral Coding of Maternal Behaviors

Audiovisual records were also coded for mothers’ behaviors. Mothers’ behaviors from the

onset to the offset of infants’ crying episodes were coded. An adapted version of the coding

scheme developed by Bornstein [48] was applied to code maternal behaviors. The cumulative

duration of each behavior divided the total duration the infant cried was determined for the

following maternal behaviors: (1) Look was gaze directed to the infant; (2) Verbal was vocaliza-

tions, words, and speech-like sounds; (3) Distract was physically moving the infant or an object

so that the baby could see or touch it; (4) Hold was initiating or continuing to hold the baby

either while sitting or standing/walking; (5) Feed was giving the infant liquid or solid foods by

cup, bottle, breast, or spoon; (6) Rock was swaying the infant back and forth at a steady pace;

(7) Touch was tactily stimulating the infant (patting or stroking); (8) Kiss/Smile was kissing or
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smiling at the infant; and (9) No Action was the mother not performing any of the above. Two

coders were trained to reliability on each behavior and maintained reliability throughout cod-

ing. Kappa (k [49]) was used to assess reliability of the inter-coder agreement and was calcu-

lated on 33% of the sample for all 9 variables (ks range = .91 to .95). No differences emerged

for the ks calculated on the variables that were more prevalent during the observations, such as

Look or Verbal, compared to ks calculated on those less prevalent, such as Kiss. From the first

8 maternal variables, which represented generally favorable caregiving behaviors, we created

an index score for aggregated maternal behaviors that occur during infant cry, the mean z-

score of the relative durations of possible maternal caregiving behaviors during their infant’s

cry.

Covariates

Covariates included variables that were not controlled for in participant selection or observa-

tional procedures and so constitute variation possibly associated with sampling error. The can-

didate covariates were infant age, gender, and birth order; mother education, age, and working

status; and father co-residence in the household.

Analytic Plan

Analyses of mother and infant behaviors followed three main paths: (1) tests of group differ-

ences for infant crying (frequency, duration, and acoustical characteristics: f0, f0 max, and f0
range), (2) tests of group differences for mother behaviors during infant crying by means of

group comparisons and general linear models, and (3) tree-based modeling to ascertain the

variable(s) that best predict maternal behavior during infant cry. The clinically depressed ver-

sus non-depressed comparison was always of primary interest. However, effects of possible

covariates on mother and infant behaviors were also evaluated. Because no main or interaction

effects emerged for these covariates, final tests were conducted comparing the two whole

groups using t-tests to maximize power to detect an effect. A power analysis was computed to

determine whether the sample size of 60 was sufficient to detect small-sized effects in a t-test

with two independent-groups design. With an effect size d = .2, α = .05, and N = 60, the power

was .92, indicating adequate power to detect small, medium, or large effects [50,51]. We report

Cohen’s [52] d as a measure of effect size for all tests of group comparisons.

Results

Preliminary Analysis

Prior to data analysis, distributions of the dependent variables and potential covariates as well

as correlations among the infant and maternal behaviors were examined. No transformations

were necessary. The correlation between infant cry duration and f0 max was not significant

(r = -.18, p = .19). Correlations among the maternal variables ranged between r = -.48 and

r = .43. As expected, some maternal variables were correlated; however, these variables shared

little common variance (range = 19% to 23%), and so we treated them independently.

Group Comparisons for Infant Cry

Table 2 presents the means, standard deviations, and tests of group difference for acoustic

parameters of infant distress vocalizations. No statistically significant group differences

emerged for the frequency, total duration, and f0 max of infant cry. However, significant dif-

ferences emerged for f0 and the f0 range. Infants of clinically depressed mothers cried with

higher f0 and in a more restricted f0 range than infants of non-depressed mothers.
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Group Comparisons in Maternal Behaviors during Infant Cry

Table 3 presents the means, standard deviations, and tests of group differences for the rela-

tive durations of mothers’ behaviors during their infant’s crying. No statistically significant

group differences emerged for the duration of mothers’ looks, verbal, distracts, holds, and

kisses/smiles. Significant differences emerged for mothers’ feeding, rocking, and touching

their infants, and failure to act. Non-depressed mothers fed, rocked, and touched their

infants for relatively more time than clinically depressed mothers. Furthermore, a significant

difference emerged for the index score for maternal behaviors occurring during infant cry:

Non-depressed were overall more active than clinically depressed mothers.

General Linear Model to Investigate Maternal Behaviors’ Determining

Factors

A General Linear Model (GLM) was performed with the maternal caregiving index score as

the dependent variable, maternal group condition as a between-subjects factor (depressed vs

non-depressed), and f0, cry duration, and maternal age as covariates. A significant main effect

of the group condition was found. Mothers with a diagnosis of depression showed a lower

caregiving index compared to non-depressed mothers, F(1,41) = 8.79, p = 0.005. No other sig-

nificant main effect or interaction effect was found for the covariates.

Table 2. Acoustic Characteristics of Infant Distress Vocalizations: Group Comparisons.

Depressed Non-Depressed t(58) p 95% CI

Frequency 10.44 (11.67) 11.06 (8.00) -0.60 0.55 [-4.58 2.47]

Duration (s) 83.65 (198.48) 105.19 (182.25) -0.59 0.44 [-7.97 18.26]

f0 480.56 (21.78) 442.38 (30.44) 4.43 4.6e-05, d = 1.15 [20.95 55.61]

f0 max 646.90 (64.49) 623.23 (59.78) 1.48 0.14 [-8.28 55.63]

f0 range 257.63 (75.39) 298.94 (71.64) -2.06 0.04, d = .53 [-81.32–1.29]

Note. Ms (SDs) are reported. f0 in Hz.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169066.t002

Table 3. Relative Durations (s) of Maternal Behaviors during Infant Cry: Group Comparisons.

Depressed Non-Depressed t(58) p 95% CI

Look 49.84 (33.78) 50.61 (18.92) -0.10 0.99 [-16.57 15.03]

Verbal 34.62 (22.94) 44.87 (30.14) -1.52 0.14 [-23.80 3.30]

Distract 35.25 (29.10) 40.20 (25.00) -0.68 0.50 [-19.48 9.58]

Hold 32.35 (32.19) 31.45 (34.81) 0.10 0.92 [-17.24 19.05]

Feed 4.06 (11.97) 15.79 (25.94) -2.32 0.02, d = -.61 [-21.86–1.60]

Rock 3.71 (3.80) 9.29 (12.24) -2.02 0.048, d = -.52 [-11.11–0.04]

Touch 14.10 (14.48) 29.12 (24.40) -2.77 0.008, d = -.72 [-25.86–4.16]

Kiss/Smile 1.94 (5.18) .89 (2.44) 1.19 0.24 [-0.72 2.81]

No Action 21.43 (36.15) 4.48 (13.97) 2.52 0.015, d = .65 [3.48 30.42]

Index Score -.12 (.44) .13 (.26) -3.16 0.003, d = -.82 [-0.45–0.10]

Note. Ms (SDs) are reported (%s). Index score for maternal behaviors occurring during infant cry is calculated as the mean z-score of the relative durations

of all possible maternal behaviors during their infant’s cry.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169066.t003
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Tree-Based Models to Identify Maternal Characteristics during Infant Cry

To determine which maternal demographics (clinical diagnosis and age) and infant cry char-

acteristics (frequency, duration, and acoustical characteristics of f0, f0 max, and f0 range) were

operative in prompting maternal caregiving (index score), we coded and then employed recur-

sive partitioning, specifically regression tree models [53] in an exploratory way. Recursive par-

titioning explores the structure of a data set while developing easy-to-visualize decision rules

for predicting a continuous (regression tree) outcome. Regression tree or tree-based models

consist of two main steps: growing (exploring relations among variables) and pruning (mini-

mizing overfitting the data). That is, first, the model explores all possible relations among vari-

ables and, second, evaluates which values of the independent variables stratify the dependent

variable in sample pairs that differ statistically. Tree-based models provide information about

the (1) hierarchy of importance of independent variables in explaining the distribution of data

points of the dependent variable and (2) which value (“node”) of the independent variable sub-

divides (“splits”) the dependent variable in sample pairs that differ statistically. Using the rpart

package of statistical software R (ver. 3.1–52), the set of parameters used for the splits was: (1)

a node must have at least 30 data-point pairs to be considered for a split, (2) at least 20 data-

point pairs were required for each terminal node, and (3) surrogate splits were permitted to

allow for missingness. The complexity parameter was set equal to zero to allow each tree to

grow to its full size. Then, the tree was pruned (resulting in the optimal tree) to remove

branches containing nodes with t-values greater than 1.64 (α = 05).

Fig 1 shows the optimal tree that predicts the index score created to quantify mothers’

responsive behavior during their infant’s crying. The variable that best explained the

Fig 1. The optimal tree that predicts the index score created to quantify maternal behavior during

infant crying. The bottom rectangle shows the distribution of the index score of maternal caregiving from

lower (left) to higher (right). The values in oval leaves of the tree refer to the condition of the independent

variable that statistically divides the distribution of the dependent variable. Below each oval leaf, the

indications ‘‘yes” or ‘‘no” refer to whether or not the condition is met. Each leaf is divided in two sub-leaves.

The terminal leaves (quadrangles) represent subgroups that cannot be further subdivided. The n value in the

terminal leaves represents the size of the group, and M is the mean value of the group for the dependent

variable.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169066.g001
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distribution of the index score of maternal behaviors during their infant’s crying was the clini-

cal diagnosis of the mother. The key role of clinical diagnosis in explaining maternal behavior

is consistent with the GLM results. Clinically depressed mothers engaged in less caregiving

overall during their infant’s crying. Within the clinically depressed group, moreover, infants

who cried at a higher f0 (f0 max > 613 Hz) had mothers who were more responsive. For

infants who cried at a lower fundamental frequency (f0 max < 613 Hz), the next level of the

tree-model shows that clinically depressed mothers were less responsive to longer duration

(> 15 s) cries. At the high caregiving end of the tree, non-depressed mothers’ responsiveness

during infant cry related primarily to maternal age (among the non-depressed, older mothers

were more responsive than younger mothers). Table 4 shows Ms and SDs of the maternal

index score in the different categories (depressed vs non-depressed mothers, older vs younger

mothers, high vs low f0 max, long vs short cry duration).

Discussion

Given the acknowledged survival signal function of infant crying [54], universality of respon-

siveness to infant distress is widely accepted. However, maternal depression interrupts sensi-

tive responsiveness and is an established predictor of parenting problems and poor child

outcomes [55,22,17,28,56,57]. This is the first study, to our knowledge, to specifically investi-

gate maternal behavior in the context of infant crying, comparing samples of mothers with

clinical depression to non-depressed mothers. Different from studies based on samples with

depressive symptomatology, our sample was composed of mothers with clinical depression,

diagnosed according to DSM-IV criteria. We found that infants of depressed mothers, during

~1 hour of naturalistic observation, cried as many times and for as long as infants of non-

depressed mothers. This result agrees with a previous finding from Milgrom and colleagues

[58], showing that diurnal variation in crying patterns of infants of depressed and non-

Table 4. Combined Group Differences in Maternal Caregiving Index Score.

Group Maternal Age f0 Max Cry Duration Maternal Behavior Index

Depressed Old Low Long -0.657 0.150

Depressed Old Low Short -0.188 0.458

Depressed Young High Short -0.140 0.207

Non Depressed Old High Short -0.132 0.081

Depressed Old High Short -0.100 0.699

Depressed Old High Long -0.093 0.315

Depressed Young Low Short -0.092 0.545

Depressed Young Low Long -0.083 0.092

Non Depressed Young High Long -0.076 0.150

Depressed Young High Long -0.074 0.177

Non Depressed Old Low Short -0.024 0.249

Non Depressed Young Low Long 0.075 0.141

Non Depressed Young Low Short 0.158 0.271

Non Depressed Old Low Long 0.171 0.245

Non Depressed Old High Long 0.195 0.184

Non Depressed Young High Short 0.399 0.346

Note. Ms and SDs are reported. Index score for maternal behaviors occurring during infant cry is reported for each combined group: depressed vs non-

depressed; old vs young; low vs high f0; long vs short cry duration. Lower index scores represent poorer maternal behaviors. Combined groups are in

ascending order for Maternal Behavior Index score, from the lowest to the highest.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169066.t004
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depressed mothers do not differ. However, infants of depressed mothers cried at a higher fun-

damental frequency and in a more restricted range of variability of f0, indicating higher levels

of more consistent distress. To our knowledge, this is also the first study to identify and assess

the unique acoustic characteristics of cries of infants of clinically depressed mothers. We

hypothesize that two sources converge to bring about this result. The first is physiological. Cry

f0 depends on the flow of air through the vocal cords, and because the lower vocal tract is asso-

ciated with autonomic nervous system arousal, different f0 index differential autonomic ner-

vous system activation. Indeed, infant cries with higher f0 are associated with distressing

situations and with biological risks of diverse kinds (e.g., Cri du Chat syndrome, asphyxia,

brain damage, etc.) and are perceived by parents as more negative and representing a higher

distress [59]. Infants of depressed mothers have tonic differences in parasympathetic responses

and a lower basal parasympathetic tone (cardiovascular activity, vocal distress, and regulatory

behaviors) compared to infants of non-depressed mothers [36,37]. Such differential autonomic

activation results in higher cry f0.

The second source of infants of depressed mothers expressing a higher level of distress in

their crying may be interactional. Cry is one of the few social signals that an infant can per-

form, and cry characteristics carry important information for a caregiver to know and under-

stand. Different cry f0 represent distinct levels of infants’ distress and are related to distinct

caregiving behaviors and interactions [60,61]. Normatively, prompt maternal behaviors to

infant cry effectively address expressed distress in infants. However, if the communication sys-

tem between mothers and infants is disrupted (because of a depressed caregiver’s atypical reac-

tions) infants may adapt their communicative signals to elicit an adaptive parental response to

their needs by increasing their expressed distress.

Here, we found that depressed and non-depressed mothers show many of the same behav-

iors, but clinically depressed mothers show significantly less feeding, rocking, and touching

and less caregiving to their infants’ cries overall. In other words, clinically depressed mothers

are less behaviorally responsive to their crying infants (and in specific ways) than are non-

depressed mothers. Dix and Meunier [12] reviewed a large number of studies investigating

several features of maternal depression and suggested several possible processes underlying

behavioral differences found in depressed vs non-depressed mothers. They interpreted depres-

sion symptoms starting from an action-control theory that postulates that human actions ema-

nate from an internal system which promotes the achievement of moment-to-moment goals.

Following their proposed model, the lower levels of feeding, rocking, and touching and failure

to act in clinically depressed mothers may be explained by the failure of that internal system to

generate behavioral responses of either a cognitive nature, such as goal setting, self-focused

attention, and negative evaluations of their infants or of their own self, or an emotional nature,

such as negative emotions and attitudes. To respond adaptively, we need to act and to act

appropriately. Clinically depressed mothers may be non-interactive overall for relatively more

time than non-depressed mothers because depressive symptoms (i.e., self-oriented goals and

attention, negative attitudes) impede choosing the right behavior to perform resulting in the

selection of ineffective responses and fewer response options in general [12]. In addition,

mothers with postpartum depression are more likely to show reduced sensitivity, decreased

neural activation, as well as more intrusive or withdrawn behaviors in interaction with their

infants [62].

Furthermore, we found that younger non-depressed mothers tend to be less responsive

than older mothers. A considerable psychological literature supports age-related differences in

maternal positive caregiving [63,64]. Our findings accord with that literature.

Our analyses and tree-based deconstruction, which corroborated the GLM findings and

added more information allowing us to gain a deeper view of the possible underlying
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mechanisms, revealed that clinically depressed mothers engage in fewer overall caregiving

behaviors when their infants cry. Furthermore, depressed mothers tend to respond only to

cries at higher f0. Given the special salience of high-frequency sounds and their effectiveness

in capturing attention, it could be that depressed mothers need strong and specific stimuli to

elicit responsive behaviors. It could be that infants’ increasing cry f0 is an adaptation to the

diminished baseline responsiveness of their depressed mothers. This interpretation would

imply that a higher f0 cry, either by individual predisposition or as a learned adaptation to the

environment, marks resilience in infants exposed to a risk environment. Further studies are

needed to distinguish these possible interpretations. That said, growing evidence indicates that

the effects of depression on parenting vary depending on many parent- and family-level factors

[65,66].

Infant cry characteristics in the postpartum period vary by maternal depression status.

However, differences in infant cry characteristics may be also moderated by genetic predis-

position or environmental factors before birth. Future studies should assess shared genetic

characteristics [67,68] and experiences during fetal environment to investigate how they

interact with maternal behaviors in shaping infant cry. Other maternal characteristics, such

as sensitiveness or emotional availability, could also be taken into account in subsequent

studies to obtain a broader view of the role maternal behaviors play in mother-infant interac-

tions. The maternal variable Hold merits some additional consideration. Hold was defined

as initiating or continuing to hold the baby either while sitting or standing/walking. How-

ever, Esposito and colleagues [69]showed that maternal holding while sitting and maternal

holding while walking and carrying have two specific and distinct effects on babies. Holding

the baby while walking has a calming effect which is not present when holding the baby

while sitting. Holding while sitting and holding while carrying may be differently performed

by depressed and non-depressed mothers, although both groups may perform the two

behaviors for the same amounts of time; therefore, future studies might investigate this dif-

ference by focusing on simply holding versus holding-and-carrying. Our results must also be

seen as limited in their generalizability, given that our non-depressed and depressed groups

consisted of relatively educated mothers at relatively low risk for other psychosocial

adversities.

Conclusion

Using a dyadic approach to study infant and mother behaviors in the context of crying, we

found that clinically depressed and non-depressed mothers of 5-month-olds differed in their

caregiving. Notably, even in relatively advantaged groups, clinically depressed mothers showed

less interactive involvement to their infants’ distress vocalizations. Whereas non-depressed

mothers showed higher levels of caregiving during their infants’ crying, depressed mothers

tended to respond only when crying reached higher f0. This study advances our understanding

of interactional patterns during infants’ expressions of needs, showing that in the context of

distress infants of clinically depressed mothers behave differently to infants of non-depressed

mothers. On this account, infants of depressed mothers may show differences in behaviors

that index socioemotional dysregulation. Parent training is of greater benefit to families of

non-depressed than depressed parents [70], perhaps because of depressed mothers’ low atten-

tion, affect, and action. Our results further suggest that focused counseling in depressed moth-

ers toward responsiveness might enhance maternal caregiving. However, future studies should

also take into account mothers’ degree of depression and how different clinical levels of

depression shape maternal responses to their infants.
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